
 

 

 

Release Notes                      May 12, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 
issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 05.12.21.  

 
[Business Enhancement] New Early Warnings related to CST and “Fitting & Adjustment” HCPCS 
[Business Enhancement] Move additional Payment Method Import buttons below any Imported insurances 
for better visibility 
[Business Enhancement] Add the numerical month to the abbreviated month text on DOB dropdowns  
[Business Enhancement] Add Product info including HCPCS to the Summary page of the Billing Doc PDF and 
remove HCPCS from the Rx PDF 
[Business Enhancement] Add sort and filter options to Satellite Restocks 
[Business Enhancement] Retain imported order of Payment Methods on a PA 
[Reports] Add text explaining why certain reports cannot be pinned 
[Reports] New PA Status Report that includes filters for PA status, individual lines and archived PA’s  
[Operational Enhancement] Populate all historical Unit Prices on Inventory Usages  
[Operational Enhancement] Add User ID to User List Report  
[Operational Enhancement] Remove unused RestockServiceWorker to accommodate new split restock 
workers 
[Operational Enhancement] Remove store signature checkbox from Custom Forms 
[Operational Enhancement] Upgrade all Provider Views to Bootsrap 4 
[Future Functionality] DS Direct database preparation  
[Future Functionality] ANCHE ability to filter by date range to narrow data 
[Future Functionality] Global HCPCS management in SM 
[Bug Fix] Patient Acknowledgement wording is escaping its boundaries in portrait view on an iPad 
[Bug Fix] Archiving multiple PA’s from an Expanded view on the PA+BS tabs updates PA count incorrectly  
[Bug Fix] DL tags on product attributes on Inventory Location show page Stock by Item tab are overlooking 
stock legend   
[Bug Fix] DOB dropdowns on New PA page on iPad have lost their typeahead functionality 
[Bug Fix] Remove “production” from DS email subject line  
[Chore] Add opt-in developer build failure Slack notices to CircleCI config 
[Chore] Run rake task to mass submit a large number of PA’s 
 


